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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

In this chapter, the writer presents discussion about conclusion and 

suggestions.  The findings of the data and discussions in the previous chapters. 

 

A. Conclusion  

Based on data analysis which was explained in the research findings, by 

statistical calculation using SPSS 23.0 it can be seen that the mean of pretest in 

the experimental group was 59.67 and the mean of post-test was 80.00.  It showed 

that the mean score of post-test was higher than the mean score of pre-test. The 

treatment that was given has effective on students’ reading comprehension in the 

experimental class. Therefore, there was significant difference achievement in 

reading comprehension before and after taught by using Cooperative Script. Then, 

the result of Independent Sample t-test showed that the significance value is 

smaller than significance level (0.000<0.05). So, the alternative hypothesis (Ha) 

was accepted and the null hypothesis was rejected. It means also there was 

significant difference achievement in vocabulary mastery before and after taught 

by using Cooperative Script. From the explanation above, the researcher conclude 

that Cooperative Script is effective in teaching reading comprehension at the first 

grade of MA Hasanuddin Siraman in the academic year 2018/2019. 
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B. Suggestions 

1. For teachers 

In teaching and learning English, the English teacher should select   

good strategy that is not only interesting but also appropriate with the subject 

and the students’ need such as Cooperative Script. This technique will make 

students easier to improve reading comprehension ability in reading reading 

English correctly. The English teacher can use Cooperative Script to teach 

reading comprehension because it is effective to teach in senior high school. It 

can help students in can practice their reading ability by reading a lot in some 

English magazine, English newspaper etc. 

2. For researchers 

For further researchers, the researcher suggested using Cooperative 

Script Technique not only in learning reading but also in all kinds of skills in 

English and they are supposed to conduct the study by giving more treatment. 

So, the future researcher can make their studies more complete and can use 

another skills and design. 

 




